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A structural description and a recognition algorithm for matrogenic graphs [4] are given. In 
fact, matrogenicity is seen to depend only on the degree sequence. An explicit characterization 
of the degree sequences of matrogenic graphs, and more generally of box-threshold graphs [lo], 
is provided. 
1. mmdrodnction 
Chv&tal and Hammer’s article [2] has been the forerunner of many papers 
dealing with threshold graphs and some generalizations, such as split graphs [33, 
matrogenic gfaphs [4], matroidal graphs [9] and box-threshold graphs [K, 111. 
Characterization of the degree sequences of threshold, split and box-threshold 
graphs are already available in the literature [6-S, 10-j. 
The present paper includes a recognition algorithm and an explicit characteriza- 
tion of degree sequences of matmgenic graphs (shortly, matrogenic sequence$. In 
Section 2 the relevant background material is collected. 
In Section 3 we prove that if G is a matrogenic graph and if the graph H has 
the same degree sequence as G then H is isomorphic witb 6. This result 
prompted our interest in inw&igating matrogenic sequences. In Section 3 an O(n) 
recognition algorithm (where M is the number of vertices) is descri&d, exploiting 
the following structural result: all matrogenic split graphs can be obtained by the 
superposition of a ‘black’ graph and a ‘red’ one, the black graph being a $hrcshold 
graph, and the red one being the union of disjoint matchings, antimatchings or 
null graphs. 
The main result of Section 4 is an explicit characte&ation of matrogenic 
sequences that makes use of a new characterization of box-threshold sequences, 
generalizing a similar result for thresholc! saphs [7]. 
In this paper, we consider only finite, simpie, loopless graphs G = (V, E) where 
V is the vertex set of G and j!Z is the edge set of G. 
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For any x E V we denote by N(x) the adjacency set of x, 
N(X)-{tJE VXUEE}. 
A subset Ir V is called stable (in G) if no two vertices from I are adjacent 
in G. 
Throughout his paper we use the coxrvention that G has degree sequence 
&Wp . . .dp (i.e., PQ verti- have degree c&), with bI> d,> l l . >d,, and the 
vertices of degree 4 constitute the ith box Bs. 
A~phG=(V,E)is~~~~eqbesplStifthereisapartition V=K+Iofits 
vertex set into a stable sfzt I and.8 comp&e set _xil. 
For any split graph wecaM M&es all edges in 
For any graph G = (V, E) the vicid peder S is defined on V as follows: 
xsy w N(XHYkN(YHXL 
A graph is threshold if the‘corresponding vicinal preorxler is total 121. This 
means that for any two vertices x and y? xs y or y sx must hold. 
Two vertkes x and y such that neither x s y nor y s x are called &~~onqxuuMe, 
x M’Y. , ( ’ 
A wider class of graph& has been studied -din [IO]: the class of box-thr&hold 
graphs (El’). A,graph 3s k.m&m&&f when.:xjI y implies deg n = deg y. The boxes 
refereed to 4mve- aie; the ‘equivalence classes of vertices under equality of 
degrees. The structure of a lB*r‘ graph is given by the following result [lo]: 
plrqillpolqotbn 1*:A* ~~q& g in RT’$ u& .o$y if for each i them e&s a k(i) such 
&N fm zack ~j, thg boaxq ,Bg .a& #Sj. am txpq&t& ccpnnscted, bire~&arly coqmx~~~4 
(Le., my tpp z+vdqq of,&~ are &&t& .to the same number ojc vert&es of Bj) or 
wmp&Zy disconmteclE,~~~?ag~+ j.K k(i), j = k(i) or j > k(i). 
In the &2mhg ,,w~ me int.er&ed to the &IS of matrogenic graphs. A 
graph is mmgen’k if &rd ‘only if for an!!’ x, y E V if , x 11 y then 
lW(x)-{y)) @ (N[y)-{x))l = 2, where !@ stands for the symme*c difference. 
Matmgedty is’ a ~hered$ary ~ro~~rt~, i.e., all kkiuced subgraphs of a mat- 
rogenic grabh are matrogenic.[4], Turt&zmore, the complement 6f a matrogenic 
graph is matrogenie [4]. The class of m:atrogenic graphs prop&y ‘eontains the dass 
of threshold graph% and it is properly con~tained in the class of BT graphs. F6ldes 
and Ekmmer [4] have proved the following resrtlts: ’ .. I 
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fig. 1. (- shows a present edge and ---- shows an absent edge). 
Roporoletjan 3. A graph is matrogenic if and only if its vertex set V can tx 
pcutitined into three &joint sets K, I and C such that: 
(i) KU I induces a matrogenic split graph in which K is the complete set and I 
the stable set. 
(ii) C induces a crown where a crown is either a perfect matching or a 
hypenxtahedmn (i.e. the complement of a perfect matching) or a chordless pen- 
tago?L 
(iii) Every vertex in C is adjacent to euery vertex in K and to na vertex in I. 
This result reduces the problem of characterizing matrogenic graphs to that of 
cfnaractmizing matrogenic split graphs. 
3. Recqi@ion md sbnrctpre of nmtmgenic graphs 
In the present section, after proving an isomorphism theorem implying that 
matrogenicity is a property Qf the degree sequence, we describe a recognition 
algorithm and, at the same time, we prove a structure theorem for matrogenic 
graphs. 
%%~NIBB d If G is matrogerric and H has the same degree sequence J$ G, then H is 
isomorphic with G. 
Roof. A well-known theorem due to Hoffman, Fulkerson and McAn&ew [SJ 
states that any two graphs with the same degree sequence can bc obtained from 
each other by a finite number of interctianges, where an interchange is the 
replacement of the edges ab and cd and the non-edges ac and bd by the edges UC 
and bd and the non-edges cub and cd, Hence, it is enough to prove that if G is 
matrogenic (with complete set K, stable set I, crown <I), and pi is obtained from 
G by one interchange, then H is isomorphic with G. 
Obviously u, b, c, Cs cannot all belong to K; then at least one vertex must 
belong either to C or to 1. :Zet us suppose that there exists a vertex, say a 
belonging to C. We claim that &lso &, CC and d must belong to C; In fact, by 
Proposition 3, b IINIS~ belong either to C or to K. If b G K, then d must belong to I 
and hence CE& a contradiction. 
Hence b must necessarily belong to C. A similar reasoning proves that cl E C 
and, finally, that c E C 
Ifit us suppose that none of them, belongs to C; then there is a vertex, say a, 
belonging to I. Then b&l and &I and thus CEK 
Cons&r the one-&one c&rrespc~~%~nce ti : V+V defined by 
We claim that a is an isomorphism of G onto H: it will be enough to show that 
xae E(G) w u(sc)deE(H), ‘- I 
xd E E(G) w a(jE’)iA ECH): 
(3.1) 
If x = a, b, C, d, (3.1) trivially -h&d; if x # cr, b, c, d they still hold since one has 
&) = x and on the. Qther hand x is either linked to both u and d or to none of 
them, otherwise G w&&l have ,the forbidden com&&ation CNM (l?ig. 1). Cl 
In [411, FMes and Ebuumer have shown that in any matrogenic split graph with 
n vextic& th&e ‘alwa@ exists a vertex ;of degree’ 0 or l or n -2 ‘or li - 1. The 
fallw+ng lemma gives further insights on the degree sequenceS ofmatrogenic split 
graphs add it is the key tool for developing’s re&gnition algorithm. 
For any graph G with vertex set V, let X, YC V such that Xf7Y=fl and 
i:q = IYj. A matching of X onto Y is a set M of edges uch that each edge in M is 
incident with exactly one vertex in X and one vertex in Y. 
An u&matching of X onto ‘Y &a &t A of ‘edges ‘&i&that ‘{xy : x E X; y E Y}- 
A is a matching of .X onto Y. 
Let’s now denote by U the ‘&t of vertices of maximal degree &nd by L -the set 
qf vertices of minimal degree in’ G. 
Lmmia 5. If G is a matroger& split graph, one of the following four cases must 
OCCLU: 
(a) L wnsists of tEertices of dew 0. . 
(b) U wnsists of wtices of degree n - 1. 
(.c) L wnsists of t 2xMce.s ofdegree 1, LJ consists of t vertices of degree n- t and 
a(z, l.J) is a matching of l? 0fi60 L. 
Cd) L consists of t uertkes of degwe 22, U cons& of t mrtices of &gee n - 2 
und d(L, U) is ski antimtW~ing of U canto L. 
; I 1,’ I /I 
proof, x2-t us assame that (3 has no iscjlated vertices and no universal vertices. By 
F~%zs iink’ Hammer’s result [4] either (i) L contains 3 vertex of deg.= 1 or (ii) U 
contim L. W%X of degrm n -2. 
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In case (i), L and U must be biregularly connected since G is box-threshold. 
Hence a(L, v) is a matchkg of U onto L and (c) holds. 
In case (ii), consider the complement (s of G. The set of vertices of maximal 
degree of G is L and the set of vertices of minimal degree of G is U. Since e is 
matrogenic we are back to case (i) and the set of edges of d having one end in U 
and the other in L is a matching of L onto U: this clearly implies that (d) holds 
in G. U 
We are now in the position to state the structure theorem for matrogenic split 
graphs. This theorem, combined with Proposition 3, yields a structure theorem for 
arbitrary matrogenic graphs. 
TheMcm 6. A split graph G with comalete set K and stable set I, K R I = 8, is 
matrogenic if and only if G has the following property (P): the edges (Jf G can be 
coloured ~xI and black so that: 
(i) The red partial graph is the union s;’ vertex-disjoint pieces, where a piece Ci 
is either a null graph whose tlertices belong to K, or a null graph, whose vertices 
belong to I, or a matching of K’ onto I’, where K’ c K and I’ G I, OT an antim.atching 
Of K’ onto I’. 
(ii) There is a linear ordering Cl, . . . , CM of the G such that each uer$ex in K 
belonging to Ci is linked by a block edge to every vertex in I belonging to cm, 
j=i+l,..., M and to no uettex in I belonging to Ci, j = 1, . . . , i - 1. 
(iii) Any two vertices in K are linked by a black edge. 
If so happens, the black partial graph is threshold. 
FM& (If) For every vertex u let’s denote by B(w) and R(v) tie set of vertices 
linked to v by a black edpn Y by a red edge respectively. 
Letuandvbeanytv :&es,u#v. 
If UEK and VE& then IV(~)-(~)~K-(U}I>N(~)-(~}. 
E u and t) are both in K or both in I, there are two ceses: 
(a) u and v belong to the same C;: in this case lR(u) -{v}@ R(v)-(u)] = 2 and 
B(u)= B(u). IIence IN(u)--(v)@ N(v)-(u)1 =2. 
(b) u belongs to G and v belongs to q, i <j: in this case N(u) -{v} 2 
N(O) -{u} or N(u) -{tl}t N(v) -{w}, according to whether u, v are both in K or 
botlh in I. 
In any case, G is matrogenic. Moreover, for any two vertices u, v E I, one has 
either B(u)-(v)aB(v)-( w or viceversa. This implies that the black partial } 
graph is threshold. 
The ‘only if’ part will be proved as follows. We are going to describe a ‘peeling” 
algorithm for recognizing matrc,genic sequences. If d is matrogenic, the algorithm 
actually builds up a graph G’ with degree sequence d ancl having property (p). 
Therefore, if G is matrogenic, 9~ algorithm, starting from the depe sequence of 
G, will produce a graplh G’ with the same degree sequence as G, and hence 
!i2 
. :: *-,‘ - L 
P; A!&ewm&all 
j&j&&k with 13 by ~~ti;rn 4 Sid& G’ has property (P), also’ Q’ must have 
, ,* 
ppoperty 0% 
I 
m,e taplit :ijf $“G@go;i~~;_,;& &&& -f&#&+&$&;&, . . , ; b;l) *f G .*he&, 
~ ,,~,qe ~~*~~~‘~~~~~~~.8’~~~~~~~iilQ~~~,,l~. ;-$ g,. At && Btib ‘& 
~~~~ wan ~iii’b .,~~~~~~~~i~~~~~~ ‘~~~ d:;‘.,i’.,: ~ , dg uri~i~~ ~~~~~ 
drn&kd $& (d;,:‘, I’y;-, &j;.&_ ‘&g g”“b&i,. &.+&.&. & ginerati @$, & & 
me time!, one more G is labekd and the two sets K and I’ (which are initially 
empty) are grown. 
IA (ti;, . . . , &) be” tlie i,wrentieMW sec@me ‘and let v = s - r-G 1 be its 
iei@h; Pet -Cl;. . . , q be the piti&’ labetled sb f&k; if d:* Ir:== v - I, cl,1 is the 
null graph with vertices r, . . . , s. The vertices r, . . . , s are added to K, stop, G is 
matfogenic. 
1.f d;>d:,“let t’=mh{i:d{<d:), s’=max{i:d:>d$ and t=l;)+. 
Five cases art2 possible: 
la) d:=@; in this case C I+1 @ the nt@ graph witi vertices ’+ I,. . . , s and the 
new reduced sequenck is (df, 1. . ,< d$). The v&tic& s’ t 1,‘: . . , s are add6d to I. 
(b) d:>Cs and d{= v-l; ixj @i$ &se’ ‘C I+l is the mill graph with vertices 
t ,...,f-1 and thk new reduoea ‘keqtience is (d+t,...,d:-t). The vetica 
r,, . . . p f - 1 are added to K. 
(c) d;=:l andd;= v-r’+r;iW-ifs-~‘Gisnotmatrogenic,elseC~+~isany 
matching of {r, . . . , J- 1) onto {s’+ 1, . . . ) s) and the nkw reduced sequence is 
(d;-t,..., d,r-t).Thevertices r ,... ;r’-1 are added to K and’s’+1 ,..., s are 
added to I. 
(d) d:N and d: = v-2; if t’- rf s -s’ G is not rnatrogenic, else C;,, is any 
antimatching of (I, I . . , tf - 1) onto {s’+ 1, . . . , s} and the new reduced sequence is 
(d;t-t,..., d$ - t). The vetices i, . . . , r’- 1 are added to K and s% 1, . . . , s to I. 
(e) None of the above con&ions (a) to (d) is satisfkd; in this case G is not 
matrogenic . 
Let us prove that the algorithm is correct. 
Sume fkst that the algorithm Stops declaring d non-matrogenic and that, in 
sbT;te: of this, d is matrog,enic. knee each r&uced-sequence d’ = (d:, . . . , d:) is the 
degree h -n=nce of the subgraph of % induced by (r, . . . , s), d’ must be mat- 
rogenic zkxwell: Hence by L&ma 5, one of &ie case:s (a) to (d) must necessarily 
6ccuT, contradikting &at fact that the, algorithm stops. Conversely, suppose that 
the dgoaithm goes through the end. Defkre a graph (3’ as follows. The vertex set 
(Of G’ is (1 ,...,rs)=KUI.Each~gein’~ isaked~edgeof G’, @I,..., hf. 
l&h vertex in G Mm&g to K is linked by a ‘black’ edge ‘to all vertices of C;, 
i=i+p , - l - , M belongks to I and to ti other vertices in K. By construction, the 
$raph G’ has degree sequence d and flras’ the property ,(p). By the already 
estabGshed ‘$ piiurt df this theore& G”+ .bamge&. 0 
” 
llbc~~@k ~‘&zT(;~ is a dose relationship between the pieces and the boxes of a 
matrogen; _ saph. 
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~/Lc~~ally, the proof of Theorem 6 shows that each box is either of the form 
K f iI V(C;) or lfi V(C) for some piece C. 
&I/~& Since split matrogenic graphs are identical with split matroidal graphs, 
Thcjrolrem 6 could also have been obtained from some results in 191. 
C&~llby 7. A box-thwShold gragh is mutrugenic if and only if 
(‘j?) Whenever two boxes Bi and Bi are partially connected, a(Bi, Bi) is either a 
m&ching or an antimatching qf Bi onto Bi. 
Co) Whenever a box Bi is neither complete nor stable, (a BT graph can have at 
m&t one such box), Bi induces a crown. 
/I 
‘The corollary easily follows from Theorem 6, Proposition 3 and from the 
remark that the red edges are precisely the edges linking two partially connected 
boxes, while the blar;g edges are the edges linking two (possibly coincident) 
completely connected boxes. 
The I&o~~&L It is convenient to rewrite the degree sequence d = (d,, . . . , d,,) of 
agr;lphGasd=(S’;I,...,6~)whereS,>&> l em >& andml,mz,...,mh are 
the multiplicities. Let Bj be the box consistin of the q vertices of degree 8j. 
With a proper book-keeping, the ‘peeling’ opsrition described before need sot be 
done explicitly. All one needs are two pointers p, 9 to the cflt and last box no’t yet 
examined and a counter i for the number of piece? C identified so far. Each c is 
con@etely defined by its vertex set V(G) and by its belonging to an appropriate 
clam of types P, Q, M, A which represent the null graph with vertices in K, the 
null graph with vertices in I, the matching and the antimatching respectively. 
‘The algorithm recognizes degree sequences of arbitrary matrogenic graphs: in 
view of Proposition 3 the possible presence of a crown affects only the final 
iteration when p = 4. 
Inpuh Any integer sequence S = @‘;;I, . . . ,62), S1 > l l l > ah 2 0. 
Saep 0. ~-1, q+h, gr+Im1+m2+ l 0. +m,,, i=l, K=l=@ 
&ep 1. If v = 0 stop, S is matrogenic; otherwise if ss = IaVl then V(C) + &, 
I+-IUB,, CEQ, ici+l, V-V-m,, qcq-1, go to Step 1; other:Ase go to 
Stel;:l 2. 
$i?ep 2. If S,=IK\+v-1 &en V(~)+B,, K+KlJB,, Qd’, i+ i+l. UC- 
v - IT+,, p + p + 1, go to Step 1; otherwise go to Step 3. 
&elp 3. If m, # m, stop, 8 is not matrogenic; otherwise d sq = IKI + 1 and 
$,z:: lKl+v-ntg then V(C)+-*R,UBq, KtKUBp, I+lUBq, GEM, i l --i +I, 
v= v-mp -m,, P+-p+L 4 d- q - 1, go to Step 1; otherwise go to Step 4. 
S’rep 4. If $ = IKl+v-2 and S,=IKI+m, -1 then V(C+B,UB,, K+- 
KbB,, I+IUB,, QEA, i+i+l, v&v-q-m,, p+-pl+l,q~-~-~~g~to 
Steli) 1; otherwise go to S*ep 5. 
• . . . . . .  : i~ '  i~ " 
Let G(KUI, U~E) a matmgenic +graph ~:~th degree sequence 
29~!;273 2~ .I'~25~+23! I~  1;SS~:lO '~ ,92` 73 2 ~ 
- • ~ ,.~ ~, . + 
v(cd ={z}, 
v (~ = {2, 3,~++2s,29~ 3o}, -+ 
v(c , )  =, f,6, "7, 8, 25~ 26, 2z}, 
v(c~.+{23, . :~) ,  -++ 
V(~)-~{I0~.: ZZ, ]2,13;'19, 20; 2L 22}~ 
v'(c~ = {t4 ,15 ;~6,  t7,-.~,8}, 
K={1,  2, 3,~4, 5~ ¢~,7, 8;9,10, 11, 12, 13}, 
I ffi {30, 2cJ ,, 28,27, 26, 25, 24, 23~ 22,:21, 20, 19}. 
~rE ~, .(~7 C~8 C5 ' ~4 C3 
CteP, 
c2aM, 
C3~P, 
C,e'A, 
CseP, 
c+~O, 
CTEM, 
C8 is a pentagon. 
C2 C l  
~-_ ._ . /  
~ ,  2 ,  
)f BT sequences 
, A, that can be 
assodat~i w.lth a degreesequence. L t's now give some defmitiom and~mme 
results t~'Jt wiU be used in the. following. Let d=~41,... ,d,) bea sequence of 
integers such I;hat p1- 1*6, * l l t 3 d,, ~0. Such a sequence is said to be proper. 
A proper S~~MXWS is graphic if there is some graph with degree sequence d. If (d 
is a proper Sc?quence l t us define 
df= max{M+4}, k=l,...,M, 
and 4 the ni-mber of indices i such that i < k and 4 2 k - 1 plus the number of 
indices i su&that i > k and 4 2 k. 
The sequence d is called the corrected conjugate of sequence d [l]. 
The two sequences d and d* are related to each other. In fact it is easy to see 
tbat 
ilk= m-l, 
I 
k=m, 
C-1, m+Wksn, 
The sequence A cm be defined as follows: 
A-(4, ,..., A,,), where Ak=dk-&, k=l,..., n. 
It is wefl known f7] that d is a threshold sequence if and only if Al = AZ = 0 = l = 
A,, = 0. Next, Theorem 51 generalizes this result to bcx-threshoid sequences. 
As in Section 3, we rewrite d as (Syl, . . . , S,m;). 
Following [lo], with each degree sequence d we can associate a symmetric 
transportation nemork. It consists of suppliers Al,. . . , A, with suprplies 
a1 , . . . , a, consumers B1,. . . , B, with demands bI, . . . , b,, capacity C+j of the 
route Ai to Bj and suppliers-priority flow given recursively by 
where 
mim,-mi 
c.. = 
Y 
mimj, 
ifi=j, 
otherwise. 
The following proposition has been proved in [lo]. 
The following theorem yields a characterization of BT sequences: such a 
characterization will be exploited later on, in deriving an explicit characterization 
of matrogenic sequences. 
where”~ iit th&&of t&H%& h; n&ur&~~bers star&@ fl+om 1and E?%chz&g k.
1~ other words, M(d) is tk binary matrix !whose row i has-d, q&es and these 
are pushed to the left as much as po&%le provided that the dia&@ element is 
zero. It is wefJ known [I] that the sum of cohunn i ‘&I M(d) is pi&s@ 4. 
BY the d&i&ion of the supplies-priority fbw a, OIE ha t&, =ClcsI, zjEBh Q, 
for ali Iz, lc and hence 
By P&position 8, d is BT if and only if $ sa&ies the d&mar&, that is if and only 
if Ekmn & = cs( =c;;pI. Q)hk? and finally, b view of (4.1), if and only if 
This proves the claim.’ Cl 
In order to detive an explicit characte&ation of matrogenicsequences, we need 
a few preEiminary lemmas. 
Izaarr#l@. Letd=fd \. 1, l l -- ,&) be the degwe sequetace of a gmph G. 
6) G 6; Q split gmph whose bridg& are a per/& n&hing if ad only if 
if-1 
A 4% 
d(d)=(v-l,r-l,...;i,rr-1,-l,..., -1, v=$n. (4.2) 
(ii) G isl a split graph whose bridges are a perfect a&matching if and only if 
u-t u-l 
/ -- B,(d)=(i,...,i,l-~,~..,,l-V), v=+ 
(iii) G is a matching if and ortly if 
(4.3) 
Lk(d)=(n-2,0,--l,. . .,-1). 
(iv) G ;is a hypemctahedton if -atuLody if 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
‘We are in “cbtex to Dr. $2. hstee for discussions vihich have led to a simpliition of our original 
proof. 
(v) G is a pentagon i$ and only if 
A(d) = (2,2,0, -2, -2). (4.6) 
P’rwrlt, The ‘only if’ part is veri&d by straightforward checking. 
For the sake of space we prove the ‘if’ part only for case (i). Similar proof 
technigues can be used in the other cases. Let m = max@ : 4 a i - I). 
(1) Claim: A,,, = - 1. One has either A,,, = - 1 or A, = Y - I. In the latter case 
A, =m-1-d,=v-1, d,= m - vs m -2 against the definition of m. Hence 
A,= -1 and d,=m. 
(2) One must have m < n, otherwise d, = n, impossible. Hence -1 = A,, = 
d,*_, -d, :. d,W :. d;k=n, and from v-l=A,=dT-d,-1 one gets dl=v :. 
d,T.i = l . . =d:_l=O. 
(3) Since by definition of m, dz-1~ m one has m - 16 v + 1, i.e., m g t’ + 1. By 
(1) m#v+l; hence msu. 
(4) It follows that 
-l=A,=d:_,--d,. 
‘Then from (2) d,,+;, = = l l = d, = 1, and 
ls&+, =d,*-v+l :. d+v :. d,z=v, 
u=d,ad,w =$ d,=v. 
(3 d,,= v+m av. From (3) one has m = v. Hence dy+* <v and then dz = v 
and (iy+* = 1. The degree sequence of G is 
d=(v ,..., v,l,..., 1) 
therefore, one has 
i~14=m(m-1)+ i 4, 
i=m+l 
and by f8, Theorem 61 G is split with clique size V. Since the vertices in the stable 
set have all degree 1, the bridges form a perfect matching. 
Also in the remaining cases (ii)-(v) it turns out that the sequence A uniquely 
identifies the sequence d. Cl 
Let G be any graph and S a split graph with complete set K and stable set 1. 
the folkming stn~cture: 
k 
M(e) = 
s 
li 
Q - i-6, 
On the other hand, M(jj has the structure 
where ti - 2 ! V@jl. 
k n S 
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From the structure of Mcf), it is apparent that 
(a) when:lW6k, fi-A=e++n-&-n=q-&; 
(b) when k+l~i~k+n, fr-fi=n+ci;_l,-n-&k=~_lr-&.~; 
(c) when k+n+lGiSk+n+s, fr-f7=e+,-&,. Cl 
~~=(~;nl**~ SF) and A = A(d), let us denote by d, the subsequence 
(A m,+‘.+mk_,+l, ’ l ’ , A ) m,+‘-+ml, l 
I.& us call a primitive squence of length p any sequence of length p of the 
following types: 
(p-1, -1, l l l , -0, (1,. . . , 1, l-p), (0,. . . ,O). 
Tborem 12, d is the degree sequence of a matrogenic split graph if and only if all 
the A, are primitive sequences uch that 
(i) the number q of non-null prim&e sequences is aren; 
(G) for k = 1 , . . . , $g, the kth non+udZ primitiue sequence is equal to rhe (4 - k)th 
one. 
proof. (If) Ifit G be a graph with degree sequence d. G is BT since the sum of 
the elements of every primitive sequence is zero. We use induction on r, the 
number of boxes of G. 
If r - 1, A = 0 by condition (i). Hence G is threshold and thus matrogenic split. 
i%qp~s(e the statement is true for less than r boxes and let G have r boxes. We 
distinguish three cases: 
(1) z-7 has universal vertices (d, = n - 1). Let K = &, I= $4. 
(2) G has isolated vertices (d,, = 0). Let K=$!l: I = B, 
(3) G has no universal and no isolated vertices. Let K = B1, I = Br. 
lln case (3), B, must be stable, otherwise all vertices in BI would be universal. 
Moreover, each vertex in B, must be linked to some vertex in B1, otherwise B, 
would be composed by isolated vertices. Hence B1 must be complete. Moreover, 
eachvertexof Bk, k=2,..., r- 1, is linked to all vertices to Bl and to no vertex 
in Brn 
IIn ,ti cases, the subgraph S indrrced by K UI is split; if G’ is the subgraph 
inductd by V(G) - (K U I) one hss G = S 0 G’; hence A =(AK, AGv, A,), by 
Lemmia 11. Since G’ has less boxes than G, G’ is matrogenic split by the inductive 
hypotlzsis. 
Note: that in case (1) one has AK = 0; in case (2) one has A1 = 0. 
IncaY;e(3)onemusthaveA~#(0,...,0),A~#(O,...,0),sinceA~=OorA,=O 
imply that G has either a universal or an isolated vertex. Hence by condition (ii) 
A1 = A= Since An and AK are primitive, by Lemma 10, the bridges of S are either 
a perfect matching or a perfect antimatching. In all cases, G is matrogenic split by 
Theorem 6. 
(Only if). Let G be a matrogenic split graph with degree sequence d. Let US use: 
the ~.essol~ G~ One: bo:h are nonnuil, they:are equ~2 Moreov~'.-. i~ D I , . . . ,  B,, are is;~ ~& ~ . . . . . . . . . .  
,~-G iven  the dolpc¢ ~Ue~ of a ma~genic grr, ph, 
1 ,.~ 1/'~.,e'.B . 1 4 5 4 2 ;! 31. 
| . - L  : . !  • 
i n~,~."y  ~f ours ~d published m this ms~:e of D iX ie  MathemalJ~i 
/ 
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